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quantitative decisions also made during rotor system design can be quite complex, and numerical optimization techniques have been introduced to assist a design team in finding the "best" rotor system design. By introducing a design tool that would not only be useful in rotor system sizing where the numerical optimization methods are effective, but that would also provide a logical means for making configuration decisions, the process of conceptual design for rotors may be made simpler and taster. Further improvement in the process results if several design concepts could be evaluated simultaneously by the tool.
Design configurations that might have been ignored or dismissed early in the design process by the design team may actually prove to be better design choices. Genetic Algorithms (GA) possess features that can form the basis for such a design tool.
The rapidly _owing use of genetic algorithms in en_neering problems can be extended to include rotor system design, sizing and selection. A genetic algorithm-based code to design a low-power, light-weight rotor system demonstrates the feasibility of using this type of methodology in conceptual design of rotor systems and suggests extension to the entire realm of rotorcraft design.
The following section provides a brief overview of the major principles of genetic algorithms. This is followed by a discussion of the application of genetic algorithms to Computer  scientists  developed  genetic  algorithms  during  the 1960s  and  1970s as a programming technique for constructing computer programs 1. It was later realized that this type of algorithm "also had applications in other fields, in particular, as an optimization tool.
GENETIC

ALGORITHMS-AN OVERVIEW
Only recently have applications of GA appeared in aerospace engineering problems 2. This concept originated in work presented by Holland 3 , was expanded by Goldberg An initial generation is created by randomly placing "l"s and "0"s along the chromosomes for a given population size.
For example, a population size of 30 individuals will have 30 with high fimess are more likely to survive and be used as "parents"for a subsequent generationof designs.
The search procedure used by GA follows a structured, probabilistic information exchange among the population of design points instead of the more familiar calculus-based search commonly applied in numerical optimization problems. The search includes a crossover process, where a "child" inherits traits from both of its "parents", and a mutation, where a bit in the chromosome string is changed, introducing a trait not seen in either parent. Figure   I displays the crossover and mutation operators. In spiteof the difficulties associated with geneticalgorithms,the abilitiesof the codeto be usedin a conceptualdesigntool can still producemeaningful results. The addition of the discrete variablesrepresentingairfoil sectionsinto the designproblem has increasedthe domainof the problemfrom that typicallyattemptedby traditionalnumericaloptimization schemes.The effectiveness of the genetic algorithm as an optimizer may be less than that of a calculus-based method, but considered as a search technique, the genetic algorithm is quite efficient. The genetic algorithm narrows the vast design space to more interesting areas, which is the goal of conceptual design. This GA-basedrotor designcode containsthe three basicoperatorsof genetic'algorithms:
selection, crossover and mutation. However, as in other GA applications, variations of these operators and "higher-order" operators alter the perforrnance of the GA to make it better suited to the problem at hand.
To use the genetic 'algorithm, the design variables are coded in binary strings. For example, in this exercise, the air-foil section variable represents eight discrete ",fir'foit sections and is coded into a three-bit binary string. The integer number of bl',_les follows similar coding. Table 1 presents the coding of the discrete and integer design variables to the appropriate binary strings. Attempts to avoid premature convergence also act to lessen the effectiveness of the global search properties of the genetic algorithm.
To assist the global search, the population size is increased to 100 members even though the string size would suggest that a smaller population would be adequate 4. For the increased population size, the random sample of the search space taken by the initial population is more diverse, and therefore, more likely to contain high quality schema that will lead to a good solution.
Based on the population size of 100 individuals, the crossover probability was set at 70%, meaning that each pair of strings selected for mating have a 70% chance of exchan#ng information and a 30% chance of the offspring being "clones" of the parents, and the mutation probability was set at 0.1%.
meaning that a bit in the string has a 0.1% chance of being changed from its current value of "1" or "0" to the opposite value.
FITNESS
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
For this study of genetic algorithms, the best rotor system combines a minimum amount of required power and a minimum system weight. Becausethe MD 500Ewaschosenasthe baselineto evaluatethe fitnessmethodology,it is importantto note that the rotor systemof the MD 500Eviolatesthe aspectratio constraint assigned to the designproblem. The 500Ebladeaspectratio of 23.4just exceedsthe limit imposedof 23.1. Becausethe MD 500 violatesthis but is actually a successfullyflying rotor system,a "weak" constantis multipliedto the penaltyto allow bladeslike the 500's, which barely violate this constraint,to beacceptable. Usingthe fitnessevaluationfor the actualMD 500Erotor,the fitnessvalueis 0.4872,the penaltyfor exceedingthe aspect ratio constraintcontributesonly 0.0038 to this overall fitness. No other constraintsareviolated by the MD 500 rotor.
"DESIGN" OF AN EXISTING ROTOR SYSTEM
The MD 500E's design requirements were used to generate a rotor system using the GAbased code.
The rotor system is to provide a combination of minimum power to hover and To solve this designproblem, the geneticalgorithm-based code generatednine designs, eachtime usinga different initial setof 100randomlyselecteddesignpoints. Each of the ninedifferent runs producesa slightly different solution. A summary of the results forms Table 3 , which also includes the MD 500E rotor system for comparison. The "GA seed" is simply a starting point for the initial random selection process. All of these rotor system designs are different from each other and from the actual MD
500E.
It is important to see that the GA-generated rotor designs are actually fairly close together in the available design space, and that "all have reasonable parameters. Because of the known effects of premature convergence and the lack of a guarantee of convergence at an optimum, these differences should be expected.
To display the search process that the genetic algorithm uses, Figure  4 presents the planform for several interim designs in the search using the initial seed value of 9. The MD 500E rotor system planform is included for comparison.
The rotor system for generation 50 is the final design listed in the above table; all runs were continued for 50 generations, even though several runs had reached a convergent-like point before the 50th generation wasreached.
asthesearchspaceis rapidlynarrowed.
Most of the majorchangesto the rotor systemoccur in the first generations
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Results for Existing Rotor System Design
The objective values for the rotors produced by the GA-based code are compared with the actual 500E rotor system in Table 4 . Fitness values for all of the rotor systems are shown along with the power and weight requirements. All of the new rotors have a lower fitness value than the existing rotor system, suggesting that they are better designs according to the criteria given in this problem. The rotors generated by the genetic algorithm all have lower power requirements than the actual MD 500E rotor.
The rotor system weights are generally fairly close to the current rotor weight; some are slightly higher, others are slightly lower.
As discussed previously, the MD 500E rotor blades violate the aspect ratio constraint, but this is only "slightly" violated and has a small effect on the fitness value.
Other rotors with violated constraints have similar situations, and the effect of the constraint violation on the fitness value is very small, as seen in the last column of Table 4 . In this exercise the nature of the fitness function is rather important in affecting the solutions generated.
The fitness function used in this problem placed a higher emphasis on reducing the power required to hover than on reducing rotor system weight. The effect of this is seen in the resulting designs always having a lower power requirement than the existing rotor system, but also having, in some instances, a higher weight than the existing system.
DESIGN OF A NEW ROTOR SYSTEM
To mimic one of the steps taken in the design of a new rotorcraft, the GA code was used to generate The GA-based code created nine different rotor designs using nine different initial random seeds. Typically, many of these features of rotor systems are addressed by rules-of-thumb early in the design process, or are not even addressed until later in the process when changes to the design become more difficult and costly.
Becauseof the simplicity of the demonsu'ation presentedin this paper,some accuracyin anNvsiswas knowingly sacrificed. A more rigorous structuralanalysiswould increasethe confidencein accountingfor the rotor structuralanddynamicresponse. Weight prediction using a volume inte_ation approachmay 'alsoreduce uncertaintyassociatedwith using parametricweight equations.
The two demonstrationsof rotor systemdesign in this paper exhibited occurrenceof prematureconvergence, where the geneticalgorithm reacheda point that could not be improvedupon, but is not necessarily the globaloptimum. As suggestedby Goldberg4, as well asothers,a hybrid methodfor rotor systemdesigncould beemployed. In one scenario for a hybrid method,the genetic algorithmfirst generatesone or more conceptualrotor systemdesigns. Then using more rigorous numericaloptimization techniquesand more accurateanalysismethods, the preliminarydesignof the rotor could be developedusingthe geneticalgorithm result as the startingpoint. Typically, thesenumericaloptimizationsare fairly cosily. Reference19 reports CPU times as high as 18 hr on a DEC VAX system, using a known rotor system as the initial design point. The genetic algorithm based code used in this paper ta.kes about 10 min to run on an PC machine with a 486 processor.
Because the numerical optimization routines, such as CONMIN, produce results that can vary widely with the initial design point, it seems that for a new rotor system, where no physical example exists, the GA-based code could provide quality starting points for the more rigorous design optimization procedures. This would reduce computational time which may be required when a poor initial design point is chosen.
Finally, it appears that using genetic algorithms can be applied to aircraft conceptual design.
In this example, only one discrete variable was used in the problem statement. Using configuration selections as discrete variables, the GA-based code can search a still wider design spacethan examinedin this paper. Thesediscretevariablescould include rotor configurations,as discussedearlier in the paper,conceivablythe samecould be done for rotorcraftconfigurations;onevariablecouldrepresent a helicopter,a tilt-rotor, a tilt-wing, a stoppedrotor, or a lift jet, for example. Incorporatingengineselectionasa discretevariable could allow a desibmer to choose from "off-the-shelf' powerplants,and use an integer design variableto choosethe numberof the powerptants. It appearsthat there is great potential for geneticalgorithmsin the conceptualdesignof entire aircraft, not just rotor systems.
CONCLUSIONS
The developmentof a design code that incorporatesgenetic algorithms has potential capabilityto performbothselectionandoptimizationtasksin the conceptual designof rotor systems.The work in this paper demonstrates the feasibilityof incorporatingGA into the conceptualdesignprocessof a rotor system. Additionally, the capabilityof the code to evaluatethe multiobjectivefunction of low power and low weight is demonstrated. With this potential demonstrated, the conceptualdesignprocessfor entire rotorcraft may be greatlyenhancedin both speed and scope with the application of genetic algorithms to this process. 
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